The synthetic localizer radiograph - A new CT scan planning method.
To investigate if the conventional localizer radiograph (LR) can be replaced by a synthetic LR (SLR), generated from a low-dose spiral CT scan, for CT scan planning with minimal changes to current clinical workflows. A dosimetric comparison of SLRs and LRs was made using Monte Carlo methods. Water equivalent diameters (WEDs) of a centered and mis-centered phantom were estimated from low-dose spiral CT scans and LRs acquired at different angles. Body sizes, in the form of two lengths and two diameters obtained from SLRs and LRs, were compared for 10 patients (4 men and 6 women with a mean age of 74.8 and 76.2 years respectively) undergoing CT of thorax and abdomen. The image quality of SLRs for CT scan planning relative to LRs was rated using a 5-grade scale by four radiologists and two CT radiographers. An SLR can be obtained at a comparable effective dose to that of traditionally acquired LRs: 0.14 mSv. WEDs from LRs were more affected by mis-centering than WEDs calculated from low-dose spiral scans. One significant discrepancy of estimated body sizes was observed, the broadest part of the patient that on lateral localizers showed a mean deviation of 17.7 mm (range: 7.3-28.7 mm, p < 0.001). The anteroposterior/posteroanterior SLR image quality was assessed as better compared to an LR while the same could not be shown for lateral localizers. SLRs based on low-dose spiral scans can replace LRs for CT planning.